ABSTRACT In this paper, a novel hybrid model based on the constraint online sequential extreme learning machine (COSELM) classifier with adaptive weighted sparse representation classification (WSRC) and k nearest neighbor (KNN) is proposed for the WiFi-based indoor positioning system. It is referred to as A FastAccurate-Reliable Localization System (AFARLS). AFARLS exploits the speed advantage of COSELM to reduce the computational cost, and the accuracy advantage of WSRC to enhance the classification performance, by utilizing KNN as the adaptive sub-dictionary selection strategy. The understanding is that the original extreme learning machine (ELM) is less robust against noise, while sparse representation classification (SRC) and KNN suffer a high computational burden when using the over-complete dictionary. AFARLS unifies their complementary strengths to resolve each other's limitation. In large-scale multibuilding and multi-floor environments, AFARLS estimates a location that considers the building, floor, and position (longitude and latitude) in a hierarchical and sequential approach according to a discriminative criterion to the COSELM output. If the classifier result is unreliable, AFARLS uses KNN to achieve the best relevant sub-dictionary. The sub-dictionary is fed to WSRC to re-estimate the building and the floor, while the position is predicted by the ELM regressor. AFARLS has been verified on two publicly available datasets, the EU Zenodo and the UJIIndoorLoc. The experimental results demonstrate that AFARLS outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms on the former dataset, and it provides near state-of-the-art performance on the latter dataset. When the size of the dataset increases remarkably, AFARLS shows that it can maintain its real-time high-accuracy performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The implementation of the Internet of Things (IoT) is in a wide diversity of fields ranging from smart infrastructure, healthcare applications, industrial automation to real-time monitoring and tracking, etc. The IoT-based object localization and tracking are considered as one of the recent active and immense developments of IoT applications [1] . Nonetheless, the localization and tracking system is not new. Since the first satellite navigation system was studied by the U.S. Navy using five satellites in 1960, massive developments towards the system have continued even as it reached the full operational status in 1995 [2] . Currently, the outdoor geolocation of an object is obtained from the Global Positioning System (GPS) which uses four or more satellites. Undeniably, the mature technology of the outdoor positioning system that relies on the GPS has had a tremendous impact on users' everyday lives. Examples include navigation, tracking, mapping and so forth. However, the GPS does not work well in indoor environments because it requires line-of-sight (LoS) measurement [3] . Hence, the precision of around 50 meters achieved by the GPS for the non-line-of-sight (NLoS) of reference objects in a complex indoor environment is very limited to commercial applications [4] . To resolve these limitations, various signals include WiFi, Bluetooth, RFID, ultrasound, light and magnetic field have been investigated for IoT-based indoor positioning system (IPS).
The WiFi-based positioning technology is attracting present-day scientific and enterprise interests owing to its pervasive penetration of radio frequency signals and extensive deployment of WiFi enabled devices [3] , [5] . According to [6] , there are two types of WiFi based positioning technologies. They are the time and space attributes of received signal (TSARS)-based positioning technology and the energy attribute of received-signal strength (RSS)-based positioning technology. TSARS-based positioning technology can be based on the techniques such as Time of Arrival (ToA) [7] , Angle of Arrival (AoA) [8] and Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) [9] of the WiFi signal to determine the users' locations. AoA requires directional antennas or antenna arrays to extract the information of the angle of arrival signals. Meanwhile, ToA requires all the clocks of the target and the anchor nodes to be in precise synchronization. Unlike ToA, TDoA requires only the clock synchronization for the anchor nodes [4] . Since RSS of the WiFi signal is subjected to signal degradation as it traverses air over distances, the RSS-based positioning technology can adopt a rangebased technique or a fingerprint-matching technique to locate the users. Both techniques require no additional positioning devices or clock synchronization. The range-based technique that is based on the trilateration method depends highly on the indoor radio propagation model [10] , [11] and requires priori precise location information of the APs (anchor nodes). Due to it being very tough to well-establish a sophisticated indoor radio propagation model in a dynamic indoor environment, it suffers from low positioning accuracy. This difficulty arises due to the radio signal propagation being mainly affected by the interferences from the attenuation of the signal, multipath fading and shadowing effects etc. [6] , [12] . On the contrary, the fingerprint-matching technique [13] requires no priori location information of any of the APs. It comprises the offline phase and the online phase [3] , [6] . During the offline phase, the intensity of the signal strengths of different APs are collected with the MAC addresses at every location of Reference Point (RP) to establish a radio map. In the online phase, the real-time RSS obtained from the target node is compared with the radio map via specific fingerprint-based localization algorithms to estimate the most relevant position of the target node. Although the fingerprint-matching technique achieves higher accuracy [14] , it requires tremendous setup and maintenance times, and different survey reduction algorithms [3] , [15] .
The k nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm is one of the simplest and most effective among the fingerprint-based localization algorithms in supervised machine learning. It works by comparing the features of the testing data points with all the labeled samples from a training dataset. According to some prespecified distance metrics, the k nearest neighbors to the points are extracted from the training dataset and contribute equally for the final decision to label the points. In [16] , the best among 51 distance metrics have been investigated with the KNN algorithm for the WiFi-based IPS. As a result, the indoor positioning based on the Sorensen distance with powed representation has been demonstrated to outperform the traditional KNN methods, like the 1-NN based on raw data and the most popular Euclidean distance. The main advantage of this algorithm is that the training phase is very minimal, apart from being simple and effective. Despite all of these benefits, the time of computational complexity is quite huge in the testing phase because of the necessity to determine the distance of each query instance to all of the training samples [17] . Further, it relies highly on the number of the training samples. In other words, it performs better with more reliable training samples, but it costs more time in the operational computation and requires larger memory to store the reference database. The other important factors that affect the performance are the selection of the appropriate k value and the decision rule in smoothing the k nearest neighbors.
Despite the WiFi-based IPS being able to establish high positioning accuracy through fingerprint-based localization algorithms like support vector machine (SVM) and KNN, these traditional algorithms, which are batch learning methods, pose some disadvantages like huge labor-cost calibration, heavy time consumption in either the training or the testing phases, and the recalibration required for different environments [3] . Recently, extreme learning machine (ELM) [18] , [19] emerges as a very popular solution for largescale applications due to its extremely fast learning speed. More advanced ELM algorithms are developed after that and have been applied for better localization performance. For instance, semi-supervised ELM (SELM) was proposed in [20] to include graph Laplacian regularization so that it did not depend too much on the labeled calibration data for a location estimation. In [21] , fusion semi-supervised extreme learning machine (FSELM) was also proposed as a better semi-supervised learning approach to reduce the human calibration effort for indoor localization by considering the fusion information from WiFi and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) signals. Moreover, online sequential extreme learning machine (OSELM) [22] was developed and applied for the indoor localization in [23] to address the problems accordingly by using the traditional batch learning methods. The fast learning speed of OSELM has proven that it can help to reduce the intensive labor-cost and time-consuming site survey during the offline phase. Besides that, its online sequential learning ability can make the system to be more invulnerable to environmental dynamics. For the sake of the improved stability and generalization ability, the original ELM was optimized with the L2 regularization parameter [24] . For the sake of clarity, we refer to the ELM that uses L2 regularization as ELM-C in this paper. For better and lifelong localization service, the L2 regularization parameter was also introduced in OSELM, and it was referred to as COSELM [25] . COSELM was developed to overcome the fluctuation of the WiFi signal in the highly dynamic indoor environments due to the changing status of the door [26] , the changing status of the relative humidity, and the people's presence [27] . Therefore, it can maintain a viable system in a longtime running performance. Although the COSELM classifier performs extremely fast, the original ELM itself handles noise poorly. To make the classifier more robust against noise, sparse representation classification (SRC) is of particular interest to [28] by combining the ELM-C with the adaptive SRC for image classification, referred to as EA-SRC. The EA-SRC model is designed to inherit the respective excellent characteristics of ELM which has low computational cost, and SRC which has high prediction accuracy.
For long-lasting stable large-scale indoor localization in a multi-floor single building environment, we have proposed a novel indoor localization hybrid model, AFARLS, which combines ELM, SRC and KNN. AFARLS estimates the location that consists of floor and position (longitude and latitude) in a hierarchical and sequential approach. Instead of using the original ELM as a classifier, AFARLS employs the COSELM classifier that utilizes the leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation scheme for the optimal regularization parameter selection from [28] . Similar to the concept of EA-SRC, AFARLS will only involve SRC if the classification results in identifying the floor level are unreliable according to a discriminative criterion to the COSELM output. As mentioned previously, using an over-complete dictionary for SRC poses a high computational complexity and lack of adaptability. Thus, an adaptive sparse domain selection strategy is very encouraged to resolve the negative effects of uncorrelated classes of fingerprints. In AFARLS, we employ a very different adaptive sparse domain selection strategy for each query RSS fingerprint. We integrate AFARLS with KNN based on the Sorensen distance metric with powed data representation to achieve the best relevant sub-dictionary. The sub-dictionary is subsequently fed to SRC to classify the unreliable results again. Since the performance of the KNN-based classification can be improved by introducing a weighting scheme for the nearest neighbors, we develop WSRC working with KNN to strengthen the classification results as it is insufficient to distinguish the RSS fingerprint through the residual alone. The noteworthy feature of WSRC is based on the conceptual basics of weighted k nearest neighbor (WKNN) that emphasizes close neighbors more heavily. Rather than being based on the distances to the query, WSRC is based on the residual to the query. Meanwhile, AFARLS utilizes the same sub-dictionary generated from KNN to train ELM-C, and later to perform multitarget regression to estimate the position. Dealing with the multi-building and multi-floor indoor environments, the realworld coordinates consist of the building, floor and position (longitude and latitude) as a location. Accordingly, an additional label of the building identification is considered in COSELM classifier for multi-label classification. We verity the proposed model in large-scale indoor environments with two different databases, the EU Zenodo dataset [29] which is a five-floor building with almost 22570m 2 total surface area, and the UJIndoorLoc dataset [30] which covers a surface of almost 108703m 2 including three buildings with either four or five floors. Experimental results exhibit the realtime high-accuracy localization performance of AFARLS in a large-scale multi-building and multi-floor environment, together with its long-term feasibility by leveraging online incremental measurements to continuously update the model. In short, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We design a novel state-of-the-art localization algorithm with an online sequential learning ability, combining COSELM that based on the LOO cross-validation scheme and WSRC to complement each other in computational complexity and classification accuracy.
• We propose COSELM as a novel clustering-based approach in combination with KNN based on the Sorensen distance metric with powed data representation as an adaptive sparse domain selection strategy to achieve the best relevant sub-dictionary.
• We develop WSRC to emphasize close neighbors from the sub-dictionary more heavily according to the residual to the query, rather than the distances to the query to strengthen the classification performance. The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section II reviews the studies relevant to our work. Section III describes and analyzes the system architecture. Section IV evaluates the performance of the system model under large-scale indoor localization environments. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. BACKGOUND INFORMATION
In this section, we review the studies pertinent to the framework of our proposed system architecture, namely AFARLS. The scope of the studies focuses on KNN, ELM and SRC algorithms, together with their respective enhancements in order to facilitate the understanding of our analytic model.
A. KNN
The KNN algorithm is widely utilized for classification, though it can be used for regression. It extracts the k training samples that are most identical or nearest to a test sample. After that, the test sample is labeled based on the majority label among the k nearest neighbors. Given a training database, (x j , t j ) ∈ R n × R m used in the supervised machine learning, x j is the j-th n×1 training input vector (feature), t j is the j-th m×1 training target vector (label) and j = 1, 2, . . . , N samples. The output is to determine the k nearest neighbors
to an unlabeled test sample y ∈ R n×1 , and assign y based on the corresponding labels {t r 1 , . . . , t r k }. In short, KNN classifies the pattern y to one of the possible M classes of the problem at hand [31] as shown in (1) .
where r l ∈ R n×1 is the l th neighbor in x nearest to y according to distance metric (x, y), l = 1, 2, . . . ., k, c = 1, 2, . . . ., M , and I c (r l ) is the indicator function of the l th nearest neighbor VOLUME 7, 2019
, a test sample y, k parameter, and distance metric (·). Output: Class label of y 1: Compute the similarity rates between x and y according to a distance metric 2: Select k nearest neighbors that have the highest similarity rates 3: Label(y) = arg max 
By introducing different weights to every nearest neighbor, KNN is developed to WKNN. The weighting scale depends on the distance between the test sample and the nearest neighbor. The primary effect of the weighting scheme is that its decision rule on the k nearest neighbors has less significance on the majority vote than the closer neighbors. As a result, the pattern y is assigned to one of the possible M classes in which the rule is not merely based on the closest distance to the query, but also the most frequent among its k nearest neighbors, as shown in (3).
Depending on the types of the distance metrics, the performance of KNN is affected. Among the distance metrics studied in [16] , (5) is the most popular and it is also referred to as the traditional KNN approach, while (6) has been recently proven to be the most efficient for localization.
B. ELM ELM is proposed based on a single-hidden layer feedforward neural network (SLFN) architecture [18] , and the latter extended to the generalized feedforward network. ELM itself is a supervised batch learning method. Its notable merit lies in it randomly selects the hidden node parameters (input weights and bias), and then it determines only the output weights. For N arbitrary distinct data samples,
is used in the supervised batch learning, where
is a training input vector, n is the dimension of the feature, t j = [t j1 , t j2 , . . . , t jm ] is a training target vector, and m is the dimension of the label. If a SLFN with additive L hidden nodes can approach these N samples with no error, the output function of the network is
where 
Equation (8) can be summarized as
where,
Here H is called the hidden layer output vector. The notable merit of the batch ELM algorithm is the random generation of the hidden parameters of w i and b i without tuning during training. Therefore, (10) becomes a linear system, and the β is obtained by solving the following least squares problem to minimize the error between t j and s j .
Here, the β is estimated bŷ
where H † is the Moore-generalized inverse or the pseudoinverse of H, and it can be calculated as [18] , i.e.
However, the pseudo-inverse suffers from numerical instability. Hence, ELM is enhanced to ELM-C by using the regularized least squares from [32] to guarantee minimum
, a test sample y, activation functionG (·), and L hidden nodes. error. In ELM-C, the β is estimated by either (15) or (16) . When the training data sets are very large N ≥ L,
where I is the identity matrix and λ opt is the optimal regularization parameter that can be determined from the range of [−∞, ∞]. Since different regularization parameter λ generates different generalization performance, the LOO crossvalidation approach in [28] is adopted as an effective method for the parameter optimization for the search of λ opt , by considering a tradeoff between the training error term and λ. Unless stated otherwise, λ ∈ [e −4 , e 4 ] is selected as the candidate set of the regularization parameters in this paper to determine λ opt , and then the corresponding optimalβ. This optimization is beyond the paper's scope. The online learning version of ELM is OSELM. It consists of two phases, an initialization phase and a sequential learning phase. The sequential learning phase updates the out-ofdate model with online incremental data that may come in chunk-by-chunk or one-by-one. Given the initial large chunk of data set,
j=1 , where N 0 is the number of the initial training data in this chunk, the initial estimatedβ
When the new chunk of data set
is the number of new training data, the estimatedβ
Consider p as the parameter that denotes the number of updating times of the chunks of data presented for the online sequential learning. In general, the solution of OSELM after p + 1 times of incremental learning iŝ
) (21) where,
The stability and generalization performance of OSELM can be improved in a similar way as performed for ELM by utilizing the regularized least squares to replace the pseudoinverse. We refer it to as COSELM. In COSELM, given the initial data
and the estimated output weight of COSELM after p+1 times incremental learning iŝ
) (25) where,
Hence, COSELM is a special case of OSELM, whereas OSELM is a sepcial case of ELM. The extension of ELM to COSELM trumps the traditional supervised batch learning ELM, because it achieves better generalization performance and is adaptive to changes.
C. SRC
Given a database with N arbitrary distinct data samples,
n×k c that has n-dimensional features and k c training input samples belonging to the class c, the complete dictionary is formed as
In fact, the high dimensional and correlated training features of X can be sparsely represented in sparse dictionary D that contains a feature vector of much lower density. In general, a sparse representation of X can be formalized as follows. X = Dv + r (27) where v represents the sparse coefficient vector and r denotes the residual after sparse representation. To label a test sample of X t , the following two optimization problems can be used to solve for the optimal v.
where · 0 is l 0 -norm, · 1 is l 1 -norm and ε is a small error tolerance in X t . The latter is preferable for the minimization VOLUME 7, 2019
, a test sample y, acti- , where
problem in SRC due to the NP-hard problem of the former [28] . With the optimal v, the characteristic function δ i (v) in SRC generates a new vector that only possesses nonzero coefficients inv associated to the respective c-th class. If it belongs to the class c, the residual of the class c, r c (
is the minimum after it is approximately represented by the sparse dictionary of that class; otherwise the corresponding residual would be relatively huge.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we present the architecture of the proposed localization system model. AFARLS has three phases: offline training phase, online sequential learning phase and online localization phase or online testing phase. Three dimensional real-world coordinates in which floor and position (longitude and latitude) are considered as a location in a multi-floor building. The fingerprint database D= {(
contains N arbitrary data samples of WiFi fingerprints. The fingerprint database is established through the popular collaborative or crowdsourced method and collected using different mobile devices. More precisely, the training input vector, x j = [x j1 , x j2 , . . . , x jn ] contains the fingerprints and the training target vector, t j = [t j1 , t j2 , . . . , t jm ] contains the physical reference locations, where n is the number of APs present in a building and m is the number of dimensions for a defined location. Since the test bed is a single building, we set m = 3 for multi-label classification of the floor, the longitude and the latitude. Before the offline training phase, the reference locations are rounded to the nearest integers. The non-heard AP fingerprints are represented with 0. The fingerprints in which the RSS values are less than the RSS threshold, τ , are also represented with 0. Next, the lowest RSS value, RSS min , is identified by considering all fingerprints and the APs of the database. New data representation is performed according to (31) based on [16] . As a result, the lowest value is 0 for the non-heard or very weak-signal AP fingerprints, and the higher values are for the stronger signals.
During the offline training phase, the COSELM classifier in AFARLS trains the fingerprint database at every reference location. After the offline training phase, we can still update the existing model during the online sequential learning phase by leveraging the online incremental data. In the online localization phase, given a test sample f ∈ R n , COSELM classifies f to the location labels which are the estimated coordinates that consist of the information of the floor level and the position (longitude, latitude). These labels are classified based on the three highest confident scores in a three-column matrix of the actual network output vector, s ∈ R m . More specifically, in a single building indoor environment, the first column vector s 1 and the second column vector s 2 contain the confident scores of the longitude and the latitude respectively, while the last column vector s 3 contains the confident scores of the floor. If it is to predict the floor level associated to f , the floor is classified according to the highest confident score in s 3 .
Since ELM itself is known to be less robust against noise in classification tasks, the SRC-based classification is decided based on a discriminative criterion of whether to be included as an additional step to predict the floor level after COSELM. The criterion measures the difference between the first and the second highest confident scores in s 3 . We denote the difference as δ 3 = s F 3 − s S 3 , where s F 3 and s S 3 are the first and the second highest confident scores in s 3 respectively. If δ 3 falls below an appropriate chosen positive threshold, σ , the criterion is then satisfied and the misclassification rate of COSELM under this condition tends to be higher. Therefore, the floor level will not be estimated according to the highest confident score in s 3 . This is because of the fingerprint with a small δ 3 is contaminated with a larger noise signal that can adversely affect the result more than the one with a big δ 3 . For these noisy test fingerprints f , SRC is incorporated following after COSELM.
Generating an adaptive sub-dictionary associated to f is an important step for SRC to reduce the overall computation burden. If the discriminative criterion is satisfied, the adaptive sub-dictionary is used by SRC to predict the floor and is fed to the ELM-C regressor to estimate the position. Otherwise, it is used by ELM-C to predict the position. First, we alter the usage of COSELM from classifying f to the location labels to where the user belongs, to clustering a group of relatively closely associated training fingerprints with the corresponding reference locations. Instead of having one set of the location labels as the final output, COSELM clusters q pairs of position labels corresponding to the respective top q highest confident scores in s 1 and s 2 . In order to enhance the probability of the classification rate, we increase the size of the cluster group by establishing a new larger cluster of the coordinates from the database whereby either their longitude or latitude labels match to the q pairs of the position labels. If the discriminative criterion is satisfied, the relevant fingerprints, p associated to these coordinates are extracted from the database. Otherwise, we further reduce the size of the cluster by extracting only the relevant fingerprints p, in which the corresponding coordinates have the floor that matches the predicted floor determined from COSELM. Although the size of the newly constructed subset has been greatly reduced compared to the original database, the direct application of the SRC-based classification to predict the floor level and the direct application of ELM-C based regression to estimate the position are time-consuming. Hence, it is appropriate to construct a fixed size of k, which is the smaller subset of the extracted training samples. To address this issue, we utilize the KNN-based classification as the adaptive subdictionary selection strategy.
Despite employing KNN at the very beginning to determine the optimal k nearest neighbors from the database, we propose it after COSELM. This can be explained in terms of the reduced computational costs when KNN works with clustering algorithms such as the K-means clustering approach [33] and the support vector machine-based clustering approach [34] . Instead of using the initial large database, KNN figures out the nearest neighbors from a cluster which contains fewer samples which are more correlated to each other. Since COSELM has demonstrated promising features in computational speed and learning new data continuously, we adopt COSELM as the clustering algorithm for KNN to generate the adaptive sub-dictionary which contains the optimal k nearest fingerprints, o to f . As pointed out previously, the recent developed KNN based on the Sorensen distance metric with powed data representation generates the best result compared to the traditional KNN. Thus, we adopt KNN that is based on this configuration. First, the highest RSS value, RSS max , is identified by considering the fingerprints, p and f . Then, we convert the RSS values of p according to (32) and returnp.
where α is a mathematical constant, set to e. Withp, KNN based on the Sorensen distance metric is performed to generate the adaptive sub-dictionary that contains o in which the RSS values are positive. For the sake of clarity, we refer to these steps, starting from the output of COSELM to KNN, as q-by-k clustering. After q-by-k clustering, we can perform the SRC-based classification to identify the floor by using the adaptive sub-dictionary that contains the fingerprints, o, provided that the discriminative criterion is satisfied. Otherwise, the floor is directly determined from COSELM.
On the other hand, the position is estimated from ELM-C based on the fingerprints in which the corresponding coordinates belong to the predicted floor from the adaptive sub-dictionary. SRC sparsely represents parts of the nonzero elementary features of the fingerprints to an adaptive sparse dictionary that has much lower density for every floor, because of the high-dimensional feature of the fingerprints is compressible. For the floor level associated to f classified as the class of c, f should be approximately represented by the sparse dictionary of the c-th floor. In other words, for f that cannot be approximately represented by a floor's sparse dictionary, it is considered not belonging to this floor. Since the performance of KNN can be improved by introducing a weighting scheme for the nearest neighbors, we develop WSRC working with KNN based on the Sorensen distance metric with powed data representation to strengthen the classification results as it is insufficient to distinguish the RSS fingerprint through the residual alone. The noteworthy feature of WSRC is that it emphasizes close neighbors more heavily from the adaptive sub-dictionary, similar to the basic idea of WKNN. Rather than being based on the distances to the query, WSRC is based on the residual to the query. At first, the corresponding residual to each floor is converted to weightages. Based on the k neighbors, the frequency to each floor's vote is counted, so that the majority vote of the neighbors is considered as the metric for the classification accuracy. The primary effect of the weighting scheme on the WSRC is that its decision rule on the neighbors has less significance on the majority vote than the neighbors that have the smallest residuals. As a result, f is assigned to one of the possible floors in which the rule is not merely based on the smallest residual to the query, but also the most frequent among its k nearest neighbors. WSRC classifies f to one of the possible M classes of the floors of the problem at hand given as in (33) . 
where I c (o l ) is the indicator function of the l th fingerprint in o corresponding to class c, w c is the c-th weightage corresponding to the c-th residual, c = 1, 2, . . . , M , and l = 1, 2, . . . , k. In short, we consider a hybrid classifier model to predict the floor level in AFARLS which involves COSELM, KNN and WSRC. On the other hand, the position is determined from ELM-C after we have classified f to the floor by using the fingerprints in which the corresponding coordinates belong to the predicted floor from the adaptive sub-dictionary o. Because of the sample size of o is relatively small compared to the original database, the results from the ELM-C and COSELM regressors are not much different. Hence, we utilize ELM-C to train o, and compute the position associated to f . L COSELM and L ELM −C are defined to denote the number of hidden nodes for the COSELM classifier and the ELM-C regressor respectively. Dealing with multibuilding and multi-floor indoor environments, we consider a location has the real-world coordinates which consist of the building, the floor and the position (longitude and latitude). Accordingly, an additional label, which is the building identification, is required for multi-label classification in COSELM (m = 4). The subsequent classification steps that are customized to identify the building are very identical to the hybrid classifier model that we have discussed before to classify f to the floor. It is worth pointing out that it will involve KNN and WSRC if δ 4 from the output vector s 4 does not satisfy the criterion. To distinguish between the thresholds, σ , belonging to the floor and the building, we use σ floor and σ building . In summary, the detailed pseudo-code and overview of AFARLS developed for a multi-building and multi-floor indoor environment are presented in algorithm 6 and Figure 1 .
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the experimental results and discussions. The results are obtained by running the experiments on a PC, which has an Intel Core i7-4700MQ CPU at 2.40GHz and 8GB RAM. Two large-scale publicly available Wi-Fi crowdsourced fingerprint datasets are used to verify the actual effect of the system model proposed in this paper in a multifloor single building indoor environment and a realistic multifloor multi-building indoor environment. The datasets are the EU Zenodo database and the UJIIndoorLoc database. The EU Zenodo database was created in 2017 at Tampere University of Technology. It covers a five-floor building that contains 822 rooms in total and has about 22570m 2 of footprint area of about 208m length and 108m width. The database consists of a total of 4648 Wi-Fi fingerprints and the corresponding reference locations. These locations contain the floor levels, the longitude and the latitude coordinates (in meters). From the database, it is split into the training set and the testing set. The former and the latter contains 697 and 3951 WiFi fingerprints respectively. Each row of the WiFi fingerprint is represented by a 992-column vector of MAC addresses which contains the default value of +100dBm for those non-heard APs. If the MAC address is received, then it has a negative level of the RSS value (in dBm). All the measurements were reported from 21 user devices which could support both the 2.4GHz and 5GHz frequency range. On the other hand, the UJIIndoorLoc database was created in 2013 at Universitat Jaume I. It was reported from more than 20 different users and 25 Android devices. It covers three buildings with four or five floors. The total cover footprint area is almost 108703m 2 . The database contains 21048 WiFi fingerprints with the corresponding labels of the building, the floor and the real-world longitude and latitude coordinates (in meters) collected at pre-defined locations. Furthermore, the database is split into the training set and the validation set. The former contains 19937 training fingerprints and the latter contains 1111 validation fingerprints. Since the publicly available UJIIndoorLoc does not provide the testing samples which are made available only for the competitors at EvAAL [30] , we use the validation data as the testing data. Each row of the WiFi fingerprints is represented by a 520-column vector of MAC addresses which contains the default value of +100dBm for those non-heard APs. If the MAC address is received, then it has a negative level of the RSS value (in dBm).
The core of the performance evaluation considers the training time, testing time, training accuracy and testing accuracy for the results. Throughout the experimentation process, the time is reported on average by running it ten times, whereas the positioning accuracy for the analysis of a predicted position (longitude and latitude) per test fingerprint uses the Similarity function (in meters) in (38) based on the Euclidean distance. To analyze N test fingerprints from the validation database, three accuracy metrics (in meters) are defined for evaluating the performance of the results. First, the Error metric in (36) considers the two dimensional (2D) mean positioning accuracy of the test fingerprints regardless the correctness of building and floor identification. On the other hand, the Error * metric considers the 2D mean positioning accuracy of the test fingerprints whose building and floor are correctly matched. Last, the Error pn metric in (37) considers the 2D mean positioning accuracy of the test fingerprints by including the building and floor estimation penalties based on the competition rule at EvAAL on IPIN 2015 [35] .
Similarity i (x, y) + P 1
where the Similarity i is based on the Euclidean distance metric, (x i , y i ) and (x i ,ỹ i ) is the true and the estimated positions of the i th test fingerprint, P 1 and P 2 are the penalties associated to wrong building and floor estimations, B i is 1 for wrong building estimations and 0 otherwise, F i is the absolute difference between the true floor and the estimated floor. P 1 and P 2 are set to 50 and 4 meters respectively. To evaluate the classification accuracy in predicting the building and the floor successfully, we define hit rate and success rate. The building hit rate corresponds to the percentage of the test fingerprints whose building is correctly predicted. The floor success rate corresponds to the percentage of the test fingerprints whose building and floor are correctly predicted. If we ignore the correctness of the building identification, the floor success rate becomes the floor hit rate that corresponds to the percentage of the test fingerprints whose floor is correctly predicted. Hence, we consider the best localization metric is the one in which its classification rate (highest hit rate or success rate) is the highest, and then followed by the highest mean positioning accuracy (lowest Error, Error * or Error pn ).
A. EXPERIMENT 1: SELECTION OF PARAMETERS FOR THE COSELM CLASSIFIER IN AFARLS
Since COSELM is the crucial factor of our proposed model to determine the overall performance, we investigate the critical parameters that can affect its performance in this section with the limited training fingerprints in the positive data representation based on the EU Zenodo database. We start by training the classifier to identify the floor, while training the regressor to estimate the position. Both the classifier and the regressor are based on ELM. After that, the performance of the classification rate and the positioning accuracy using four different activation functions are evaluated. These activation functions
, where m = 4 for multi-label classification, activation function G (·), hidden node parameters (L COSELM , L ELM −C ), initial chunk of data size N 0 , subsequent chunks of online incremental training data size N p+1 , clustering parameters (q, k), threshold parameters (σ building , σ floor ), test fingerprint f . Output: Predicted Coordinates, Z ∈ R m that considers building, floor and position (longitude, latitude) as a location Pre-processing Phase: 1: Round off reference locations, t, to the nearest integers, return t 2: Represent non-heard and very weak-signal AP fingerprints in x with 0 3: Convert x to positive integers based on (31) , return x Offline Training Phase: Referring to Table 1 , the top two best performances presented by the sig function and the hardlim function show that they are more suitable to accept the raw data in positive data representation. On the contrary, the performance of the RBF is the worst. Since the performance and the training speed using the sig function is better than the hardlim function, it is selected as the activation function for the ELM approach in IPS. Next, the original ELM is developed to ELM-C and COSELM. Comparison of their performances is carried out with the same activation function, and the initial number of hidden nodes, L is selected to be 200. According to the results in Table 2 , the original ELM performs poorly compared to the others. The performance improves substantially after introducing the optimal parameter λ opt into ELM, referred to as ELM-C. Besides the activation function, the number of the hidden nodes is another key parameter to determine the performance of the positioning accuracy using the ELM approach. L in the range of 200 to 5000 is studied for its effect on the ELM-C performance. As observed in Table 2 , the training time of ELM-C increases dramatically when the size is 1000 onwards, incremented with a step size of 2000. Despite of the increase in time computation, both the training and testing accuracies become relatively stable when the size increases to 1000. In general, higher values of L generate more stable and better performance, but it sacrifices its learning speed and it costs more time in the testing phase. Since we will combine ELM with other algorithms for improvement and consider the trade-off between the time and the accuracy, we select the parameter L = 1000 as the optimal condition for the experiments since it can generate the results very close to the best within the acceptable computation time. Introducing online sequential learning method into ELM-C, it becomes COSELM. The performance is evaluated by splitting the 697 training samples into different pairs of (N 0 , N p+1 ), together with the relationship between N 0 and L. As one can see in Table 3 , the floor hit rate is the best when we select N 0 = 400, N p+1 = 50 and L = 1000, while the testing Error * reduces to 11-12m when N 0 < L. The significant increase in the floor hit rate and the positioning accuracy can be explained when we increase L larger than N 0 , but it costs more in the computational time. Meanwhile, it is noted that the sequential learning method can speed up the learning process only when N 0 ≥ L. Therefore, the appropriate selection of L and N 0 is crucial for the accuracy performance and the time complexity tradeoff. With a larger training database, the online sequential learning method becomes more essential to help in reducing the training time. We can realize its noteworthy speed advantage in Experiment 3 when we utilize a bigger training database and set N 0 ≥ L.
B. EXPERIMENT 2: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BASED ON THE EU ZENODO DATABASE
The design parameters in AFARLS are configured as follows on the EU Zenodo database, unless stated otherwise. Sig is selected as the activation function, σ floor is 0.2, the number of hidden nodes of COSELM and ELM-C (L COSELM , L ELM −C ) are 1000 and 100 respectively, the clustering parameter pair (q, k) are 8 and 4 respectively, and τ is set to −103dBm. The training dataset of 697 samples is split into the initial data chunk size N 0 of 400, followed by the subsequent multiple data chunks with the size N p+1 of 50.
The performance comparisons between AFARLS and the benchmark positioning algorithms on the EU Zenodo database is reported in Table 4 . In this table, we see AFARLS outperforms other algorithms. In the meantime, we list the best results from different approaches of KNN with their respective k compared with AFARLS in Table 5 . As shown in the table, AFARLS presents the best performance by utilizing less computational time compared to the best result among all KNN approaches. The outstanding performance of AFALS in a single-building indoor environment is because of it has KNN and WSRC, which work together to further enhance the COSELM results. We also test the performance of AFARLS with and without the help of KNN and WSRC. Shown in the same table, AFARLS uses only COSELM and skips the algorithms of WSRC and KNN when q = 0 and k = 0. As a result, despite of it reduces the testing time significantly, its performance drops heavily. It is also noted that the training time of AFARLS remains approximately the same with and without the sequential learning method; this is because the training database is not very huge, whereby N 0 is smaller than L. Different adaptive sub-dictionary sizes which contain different numbers of nearest neighbors, k and q = 8 are studied to evaluate their performances. Their performances are compared with the KNN approaches by varying k from 1 to 15. Figure 2(a) relates the effect of k to floor hit rate in AFARLS and compares AFARLS with the performances using KNN approaches. On the other hand, Figure 2 (b) describes the effect of the number of k to testing Error * . As depicted in both figures, AFARLS trumps the KNN algorithms regardless of the factor of k, and it generates the results very fast for the real-time applications.
C. EXPERIMENT 3: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BASED ON THE UJIIndoorLoc DATABASE
The design parameters in AFARLS are configured as follows on the UJIIndoorLoc database, unless stated otherwise. Sig is selected as the activation function, σ building is 0.2, σ floor is 0.8, the number of hidden nodes of COSELM and ELM-C (L COSELM , L ELM −C ) are 1000 and 100 respectively, the clustering parameter pair (q, k) are 8 and 6 respectively, and τ is set to −104dBm. The training dataset of 19937 samples is split into the initial data chunk size N 0 of 2000, followed by the subsequent multiple data chunks with the size N p+1 of 500. Table 6 reports the results from the recent existing benchmark positioning algorithms on the UJIIndoorLoc database. As discussed before, the testing data is only provided to the competitors at EvAAL. Therefore, a direct performance comparison between AFARLS and the first four positioning algorithms from the EvAAL/IPIN 2015 competition is not possible. On the other hand, the fifth positioning algorithm validates the result by splitting the training data into new training and validation sets with the ratio of 70:30. The last positioning algorithm adopts the performance evaluation method similar to ours by treating the UJIIndoorLoc validation data as the testing samples. Even though the direct comparison is not allowed, our results are very comparable to the results presented in Table 6 . Meanwhile, we list the best results from different approaches of KNN with their respective k compared with AFARLS in Table 7 . Summarized in the table, AFARLS makes the best classification performances in building hit rate and floor success rate with the help of WSRC and KNN, whereas its testing Error * is the secondlowest. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the testing time of AFARLS is reported to be the lowest. This is because AFARLS benefits from the speed advantage of ELM. With the help of the online sequential learning algorithm, the training time can also be reduced to almost half. The same as with Experiment 2, we also test the performance of AFARLS with and without the help of KNN and WSRC. When q = 0 and k = 0, AFARLS utilizes only COSELM and skips the algorithms of WSRC and KNN. As expected in Table 7 , the performance of AFARLS drops heavily using only COSELM, but the testing time has been saved significantly. To validate the effect of different number of nearest neighbors k to the performance in AFARLS and to compare it with the performances using the KNN approaches, we vary k from 1 to 15 and set q = 8. Figure 3 (a) and Figure 3(b) describe the effect of k on building hit rate and floor success rate respectively, while Figure 3 (c) depicts the effect of k on the testing Error * . From these figures, we see that AFARLS outperforms many KNN algorithms in classifying the building and the floor, while the position estimated from AFARLS is around 0.2-0.3m different compared to the best performance among all KNN algorithms. Nevertheless, the unique advantage of AFARLS over KNN is that it can reduce significantly the cost of online testing time. Once trained, it can estimate the locations faster than KNN given the test fingerprint database because it benefits from the speed advantage of the ELM algorithm. In addition, the online sequential learning method introduced to ELM helps AFARLS in speeding up the offline training process especially when we deploy it in a larger environment with a bigger training database. As a result, AFARLS saves remarkable training and testing time. Apart from being fast in the training and testing phases, AFARLS can update itself by using the online incremental data so that it can adapt itself to a new and different environment without retraining the whole system. To show this feature with the UJIIndoorLoc dataset, we sort its training and test samples according to the building label. Hence, we have three sets of training datasets and three sets of test datasets. The first set of training and test datasets corresponds to the samples that belong to the first building, while the second and third datasets correspond to the samples that belong to the second and third buildings respectively. During the offline training phase, we establish an initial AFARLS model with the first training dataset. After that, we evaluate the system performance by using the testing samples that belong to the first test dataset. Next, we update the existing model during online sequential learning phase by using the subsequent chunk of dataset in which all the training samples belong to the second training dataset. Then, we evaluate the system performance with the first and the second test datasets. Last, we update the model again by using the third dataset and evaluate the system performance by using all the test datasets.
As illustrated in Table 8 , AFARLS performs very well as expected in a single building environment. This is because the test bed is small. When the environment is enlarged to include additional new buildings (the second and third buildings), the performance declines slightly. It should also be noted that these results are very similar to the results we have obtained in the previous section when we train the system with all the training data fully prepared in advance during the offline training phase. In fact, preparing all the data in advance is labor-cost and time-consuming. It is very hard to collect all the required training data ahead of time. Therefore, AFALRS makes use of the online sequential learning method to suit the way the new training data arrives without sacrificing the accuracy and it adapts itself to a new environment without retraining a new model with all the training data.
To show the impact of the online incremental data on the system performance, we randomly select 10000 samples from the training dataset as the online incremental data to reflect the environmental dynamics. In other words, we set up an initial model in AFARLS with the initial training data of 9937 samples during offline training phase. During the online sequential learning phase, we update the existing model with five chunks of datasets sequentially in which each dataset has 2000 incremental data. Then, we evaluate the performance of AFARLS after every update to the model with a step size of 2000 samples. Figure 4 (a) depicts the influence of the online incremental data to the system performance in the online localization phase, after every update to the model. As shown, the initial localization performance is the worst. After gradually refining the model with the online incremental data, the performance improves because the newly updated model can reflect the current indoor environment better. This tells us that AFARLS can improve and update itself along the timeline by utilizing the incremental learning method for a lifelong and high-performance running. 
D. EXPERIMENT 4: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF AFARLS WITH DIFFERENT THREDHOLDS AND PARAMETERS
In this experiment, the threshold σ is tested on the grid [0:0.1 :1] . It is to demonstrate the variations of building hit rate and floor hit rate after partitioning the test fingerprint database into subsets based on σ . For the test fingerprints classified as the noisy fingerprints, AFARLS incorporates the classification capability of WSRC to identify the floor. Following the analysis in Figure 4(b) , the highest floor hit rate in the experiment based on the EU ZENODO database is achieved when σ floor = 0.2, while the best floor hit rate in the experiment based on the UJIIndoorLoc database is achieved when σ floor = 0.8. In addition, it can be realized that the result based on the former experiment does not have much gain corresponding to the change of σ , compared with the latter. It can be explained in such a way that the fingerprint database of the former experiment contains little noise when it is used to classify the floor, whereas the latter experiment carried out in the larger (multi-building) environment contains the noisier fingerprint database when it is used to classify the floor but the noise is distinguishable when the database is used to classify the building. It can be seen from Figure 4 Therefore, we consider a small threshold σ floor = 0.2 as the optimized condition in the former experiment, and utilize σ building = 0.2 for the building identification, but adopt σ floor = 0.8 which has a larger noise tolerance for the floor identification in the latter experiment. Next, we realize that the choice of the clustering parameter pair (q, k) determines the adaptive sub-dictionary size. Larger values of q and k produce bigger size of the sub-dictionaries, followed by a higher cost of computational complexity. On the other hand, the floor success rate is reported as 95.22% on average, and the testing Error * is reported as 6.38m on average in the regions of q ∈ [6, 20] and k ∈ [3, 15] depicted in Figure 5 (c) and Figure 5(d) . It is worth pointing out that larger values of q and k do not guarantee better performance, but they will lead to a stable performance. For instance, we can see that the regions where q ∈ [2, 4] and k ∈ [1, 2] in both experiments produce very low accuracy results. The worst cases that happen in both experiments have been discussed previously in Table 5 and 7 when q = 0 and k = 0, the results drop dramatically though the computation cost are extremely small. Hence, the proper selection of these parameters is vital for generating the appropriate size of the sub-dictionary that contains sufficient informative data to work out accurate results within the acceptable computational time. In view of all experiments above, AFARLS exploits the speed advantage of ELM to reduce the computational cost, and the accuracy advantage of SRC to enhance the classification performance, by utilizing KNN as the adaptive sub-dictionary selection strategy. The baseline results that are based on the traditional KNN are 91.72% for the floor hit rate and 8.88m for the testing Error * on the EU Zenodo dataset. On the other hand, the baseline results that are based on the traditional KNN are 99.55% for the building hit rate, 89.92% for the floor success rate and 7.90m for the testing Error * on the UJIIndoorLoc dataset. Compared to our proposed model, the results from AFARLS are 94.76% for the floor hit rate and 7.58m for the testing Error * on the former dataset, while they are 100% for the building hit rate, 95.41% for the floor success rate and 6.40m for the testing Error * on the latter dataset. Thus, AFARLS has enhanced the floor hit rate by 3.31% and the testing Error * by 14.64% based on the former dataset, while the building hit rate is enhanced by 0.45%, the floor success rate by 6.11% and the testing Error * by 18.99% based on the latter dataset. As one can see, the computational cost of the traditional KNN approach based on the latter dataset (i.e., 84.01s) is very large compared to the former dataset (i.e., 17.52s) during the online testing phase. The intensive computational cost in KNN is on account of the huge training sample size of the latter dataset. Unlike KNN, AFARLS demonstrates its outstanding computational efficiency via the adaptive sub-dictionary selection strategy. When the size of the dataset increases remarkably, AFARLS shows its testing time will not increase significantly and it can estimate the results faster than the KNN algorithms. More specifically, it saves up to almost 70% of the testing time compared to the traditional KNN approach based on the latter dataset. Not only is the testing speed improved, AFARLS also adopts the online sequential learning method to speed up the training speed. Apart from exploiting the online sequential learning ability for the speed advantage, AFARLS utilizes this method to update the existing model in a timely manner to environmental dynamics with online incremental data. Most importantly, AFARLS learns fast with a varying chunk size of the new incremental data. Without retraining a new model with all the training data to update the system, AFALRS cuts down the time consumptions and manpower costs for the site survey during the offline training phase. Considering these unique advantages, AFARLS outrivals the traditional fingerprinting-based positioning algorithms based on KNN.
V. CONCLUSION
In large-scale highly dynamic indoor environments, the outstanding WiFi-based IPS should offer advantages of not merely the high positioning accuracy, but also the lifelong performance running, together with the fast and feasible site survey. In this paper, we have proposed AFARLS to offer these advantages in the large-scale indoor environments and have validated the performance through extensive experimentation. The results show that AFARLS can offer realtime performance with high accuracy, and leverage online incremental data with a varying size to update the out-of-date model without retraining a new model. This novel adaptive Wi-Fi indoor localization model inherits the advantages from the original ELM, SRC and KNN algorithms in order to tackle their respective drawbacks which render their practical applications in IPS. Future improvement can be focused on filtering algorithms and more advanced ELM algorithms to enhance the performance and reduce the memory size of the reference database by storing only the reliable training fingerprints collected through the popular collaborative or crowdsourced method. 
